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 With entrancing collages and lyrical narration, the creator 
of the acclaimed Mirror follows the epic flight of an 

extraordinary bird. 

Each year, bar-tailed godwits undertake the longest unbroken 
migration of any bird, flying from Australia and New Zealand 

to their breeding grounds in the Arctic and back again. 
They follow invisible pathways — pathways that have been 

followed for thousands of years — while braving hunger and 
treacherous conditions to reach their destination. In Circle, 
Jeannie Baker follows the godwit’s incredible flight, taking 

us over awe-inspiring scenes as the birds spread their wings 
above such beautiful landmarks as the Great Barrier Reef and 

China’s breathtaking cityscapes.

Circle
By Jeannie Baker

 3+ years Walker Books  • Picture Book
Available June 2016

classroom.walkerbooks.com.au/circle



Two diverse cultures, countries and families 
are linked with warmth and charm in this 

two-in-one picture book.

Mirror
by Jeannie Baker

This innovative picture book comprises two stories 
designed to be read simultaneously one from the left, 

the other from the right. An Australian family, whose 
way of life strikes a familiar chord, and a family from 

a far away country with a way of life that differs more 
than one can imagine. As we read we discover the 

simple truth that despite these differences we are all 
the same. We are the mirror of each other.

9781406309140
Arrp $39.99 • NZrrp $45.99

2+ years
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* Classroom Ideas Available

Colourful collages with an environmental 
theme from an award-winning artist.

Where the Forest Meets the Sea
by Jeannie Baker

“Each time the reader opens the book, there is 
something new and delightful to catch the eye.” 

New Scientist 

When a young boy visits a tropical rain forest, 
he pretends it is a long time ago and that extinct 
and rare animals live in the forest, and aboriginal 
children play there. But how much longer will the 

rainforest remain, he wonders?

9780744513059
Arrp $16.99 • NZrrp $18.99

4+ years
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9780744594867
Arrp $16.99 • NZrrp $18.99

A wordless account of the reclamation of an 
urban landscape told through fascinating, 

detailed collage artwork.

3+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Picture Book

Window
by Jeannie Baker

Illustrated with elaborate and gorgeous collage 
constructions, Window is a wordless picture book that 

speaks volumes. It begins with a mother and baby 
looking through a window at a view of wilderness and 

sky as far as the eye can see. With each page, the boy 
grows and the scene changes, from forest, to a single 

house, to a village and then to a city.

9780744578768
Arrp $17.99 • NZrrp $19.99

A stunning exploration of a beautiful but 
endangered world, by the creator of the award-

winning Where the Forest Meets the Sea and 
Window.

4+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Picture Book

Hidden Forest
by Jeannie Baker

Looking for his lost fish trap, Ben thinks he sees 
something dark moving under the water. Is it a 

creature or only his imagination? Diving into the sea 
with his friend Sophie, he is amazed to discover 

a wonderful hidden world – and the rich variety of 
creatures that live there.

9781921150739
Arrp $16.99 • NZrrp $18.99

A reissue of the classic Australian picture 
book by Jeannie Baker about pigeons in 

iconic Hyde Park.

4+ years

Walker Books Australia • Pbk • Picture Book

Millicent
by Jeannie Baker

Millicent is a warm and gentle story about an old 
lady’s daily wanderings through Hyde Park to feed the 

pigeons. Along the way, we hear Millicent’s thoughts 
and feelings towards the pigeons that she so dearly 

loves. Her dream is to find enough feathers on the 
ground to make a coat, hat, bag and shoes so she will 

be warm and cosy, just like a pigeon.

9781406305487
Arrp $17.99 • NZrrp $19.99

A powerful wordless account of the greening, 
year by year, of a typical urban landscape.

3+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Picture Book

Belonging
by Jeannie Baker

As in the author’s previous picture book, Window, this 
book is observed through the window of a house in a 
typical urban neighbourhood, each picture showing 

a year’s developments. This is Window in reverse, 
with the land being reclaimed from built-up concrete 

to a gradual greening, shown through the artist’s 
characteristic collage illustrations.

A visually compelling urban picture book.

Home in the Sky
by Jeannie Baker

Mike keeps pigeons on the roof of an abandoned 
burned-out building in New York. Every morning he 

lets them out of their coop, and they fly around in the 
sky until he calls them back home for breakfast. But 

one morning, a white pigeon, Light, flies away. His 
journey takes him across the city, and onto a subway 

train, where he is rescued by a young boy.

9780744578492
Arrp $17.99 • NZrrp $19.99

3+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Picture Book

9780744594751
Arrp $17.99 • NZrrp $19.99

Award winning author-illustrator Jeanie 
Baker examines the consequences of 

introducing non-native flora and fauna 
into the environment.

4+ years

Walker Books • Pbk • Picture Book

Story Of Rosy Dock
by Jeannie Baker

As in her previous picture books, Jeannie Baker 
(Window; Where the Forest Meets the Sea) uses 

her exceptional collage constructions, crisply 
photographed here, to make an environmental 

statement.
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